**2002 Christmas Anacrostic**

**Directions:** Use a clue to fill in a word blank (A to W). After you have guessed a few words, start transferring the letters to the matching numbered squares in the grid (one letter has already been filled in as an example). You only need a few words to get started. Then, work back and forth between the grid and the words until the puzzle is solved. When you're done, you'll have a holiday quote, and the first letters of the clues (reading down) will spell the title of the source.
A. Actress Lansbury
B. “The —— lowing…”
C. It’s not as good as cream
D. Horses ready to pull a sleigh
E. Not a right-hander
F. Wear it with a New Year’s tux
G. Protected
H. Chubby, winged angel
I. Friend of comics’ Calvin
J. Master cleaner of old masters
K. Naïve, unaware
L. Market move
M. Item attached to present
N. “All I want for Christmas is…”
O. Noah built one
P. Poorly made
Q. Use it with a fountain pen
R. Integer, cardinal, ordinal
S. “Walking in a winter ———”
T. Buy fall fruit here
U. “I once was ----, but now am found…”
V. Jewess honored at Purim
W “…visions of ---- danced in their heads”